
 

The Clean 
Field 

Campaign 

The Negril area Environmental Protection 

Trust (NEPT) is a non-profit environmental 

NGO (non Governmental organization). We 

were formed in 1994 by organizations and 

citizens of the Negril area, following a meet-

ing to consider land-based sources of pollu-

tion affecting the marine and coastal ecosys-

tems.  

NEPT’s mandate is to serve the Negril Envi-

ronmental Protection Area in order to 

achieve a better quality of life for present and 

future generations. We do this by preserving, 

protecting, conserving and restoring the envi-

ronment through planning,  and implement-

ing environmental activities that serve as 

examples for others to follow.  

NEPT also manages the Royal Palm Re-

serve, a 300 acre piece of the Great Mo-

rass. A wide variety of plants, birds, butter-

flies, fish and other animals call the Re-

serve home. The Reserve is open daily, and 

45 minute guided tours are offered along 

our boardwalk.  

For more information on NEPT or the 

Royal Palm Reserve, please feel free to call 

or email us.   

About NEPT 

Negril area 

Environmental 

Protection Trust 

NEPT: 

Ridge to Reef 

conservation of the 

Negril EPA 

Our partners in this campaign include: 

And: 

Rural Agricultural Development Authority  

Jamaica Agricultural Society  

The Pesticide Control Authority 

Negril Recycling Center 

National Solid Waste Management Authority  

National Environmental Planning Authority  

Contact NEPT: 

957-3736 

Nept_negril@yahoo.com 



About the Campaign 

The Negril Environmental Protection Area (EPA) is a 
unique one.  We are bordered by mountains and the 
Caribbean sea with a huge mass (6000acres) of morass 
in the middle.  Our land based activities have far reach-
ing effects on our ability to earn livelihood (farming, 
tourism, fishing etc) and live in the EPA. 

In an effort to ensure that our environment remains 

sustainable NEPT is launching a Clean Field Cam-

paign with farmers in the EPA who exemplify environ-

mentally safe farming practices.  The farmers will be 

judged over a 6 month time period starting in Septem-

ber, 2009 over a broad range of categories, and NEPT 

will be partnering with several other governmental and 

non-governmental organizations to ensure that the 

farmers involved are being held to a respectable and 

reasonable standard. 

The winning farmers will receive not only farming 

equipment, but will also be linked with markets in 

several Negril area hotels, who are increasingly turning 

to local suppliers.  

The Clean Field Campaign 

How will farmers be judged?  

NEPT, along with our partner organizations (see back 

panel for more details), have come up with a wide 

range of criteria for the farmers to be judged on. Judg-

ing will be completed by experts in their fields, and will 

include the following categories:  

- Land husbandry Practices 

- Condition of land when in use 
- Seedling production and planting 
- Fertilizer usage 
- Pesticide activities 
- Reaping of crops 
- Condition of land when idle 
- Solid Waste management practices 
- Water use 

 

Why participate? 
Farmers from the Negril EPA have been identified by 
local agencies, and these farmers are located in either 
Hannover or Westmoreland. By participating in the 
Campaign, farmers will have the chance to increase 
their markets, and will have many other benefits, in-
cluding:  

- Improvements in farming practices and output 
- Increased competitive edge 
- Inclusion on preferred farmers listing to be sent to  
  hotels  
- Display of produce at the Denbigh Agricultural show   
  in JAS booth 
- Playing a role in the sustainable development of the    
  EPA  
- Eligibility for numerous prizes that will be awarded to  
  winning farmers 
- Reduction in the cost of production. 

- Inclusion in various educational workshops through- 

  out the duration of the campaign  

Why protect the EPA?  

NEPT’s main mandate is to protect the Negril Environ-
mental Protection Area (EPA), and the Negril Great 
Morass makes up a large part of the EPA. The Morass 
is dependent of bio-diversity, or the variety of living 
things in the area—all the different plants, animals, 
bacteria and things that make up the environment. 
Jamaica is a hot spot for biodiversity, with 28 endemic, 
or unique, bird species, and over 150 unique tree and 
plant species. 

The level of biodiversity in the Negril EPA makes it a 
place that is truly unique. This diversity has become a 
draw for foreigners, Jamaicans, researchers, other stu-
dents and all kinds of people who are interested in 
seeing and preserving our EPA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

By implanting environmentally friendly farming prac-
tices, farmers can ensure that they are doing their part 
to help conserve our EPA. This includes proper use of 
pesticides and fertilizers, crop rotation, responsible 
water usage and a lot more. These things help to keep 
our environment as diverse as it was always meant to 
be!  

It is with all this in mind that NEPT decided to launch 
the Clean Field Campaign.  Our goal for this campaign 
is to educate local farmers and community members 
about the importance of bio-diversity and what they 
can do every day to help keep our EPA healthy.  

The Jamaican Mango, one Jamaica’s 28 endemic bird species   


